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Bushfires are an intrinsic part of Australia’s landscape, and its natural ecosystems have evolved to coexist with

them1. However, between 2019 and 2020, during the country’s hottest and driest year on record, Australia ex-

perienced a dramatic bushfire season, with catastrophic ecological and environmental consequences2–5. Several

studies highlighted how such abrupt changes in fire regimes, in terms of size and spreading, may have been

in large part a consequence of climate change and other anthropogenic transformations5–9. In this work, we

analyze the monthly evolution of the burned area in Australia from 2000 to 2020, obtained via satellite imag-

ing through the MODIS platform10. We find that the 2019-2020 peak of the burned area, the highest of the

historical data, is associated with signatures that are typically found near tipping and critical points11–13. We

introduce a modeling framework based on forest-fire models14, 15 to study these emergent fire outbreaks prop-

erties, showing that the behavior observed during the 2019-2020 fire season matches the one of a percolation

transition, where system-size outbreaks appear. Our model also highlights that a second type of critical point

might be crossed, after which the vegetation cannot significantly recover anymore.

During the 2019-2020 fire season, around 5.8 million hectares of mainly temperate broadleaf forest were burned

in New South Wales (NSW) and Victoria (VIC) in eastern Australia by a series of mega-fires. Many of the fires have

exceeded 100, 000ha and continued to burn for weeks after their ignition. Such mega-fires had a devastating impact

on Australia biodiversity4: of more than 830 taxa, comprising birds, reptiles, frogs, mammals, and freshwater fish,

around one third of them lost to the fires between 10% and 80% of the Australian extent of their habitat.

These drastic changes, with their catastrophic effects on the vegetation and on biodiversity, are often associated

with tipping points, i.e. conditions that seem to inevitably lead to large-scale outbreaks and widespread damage13, 16–18.

Such behavior has been observed in many different systems ranging from Amazon forests19, 20 to Kalahari vegetation21

and more in general in tropical forests fragmentation22, 23. In physical systems with many degrees of freedom, these

phenomena appear at critical points, where a phase transition occurs and scale-free behaviors characterized by power-

laws emerge. In order to understand when and how these patterns emerged in Australia leading to the 2019-2020

bushfire season, we analyze a time-series of 236 monthly satellite images of Australia, spanning from November 2000

to June 2020. The exceptional nature of the 2019-2020 events is perhaps already striking from the time-series of the
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Figure 1: The cumulative distribution of the fire sizes at different years. (a) The time-series of the number of burned pixels per month in Australia,

from 2000 to 2020. Years are defined as the twelve months occurring between June and May. The year 2019-2020 largely outmatched the peaks

of the previous twenty years. (b-e) For a given year, we can compute the cumulative fire size distribution on a nearest-neighbor basis. Even though

peaks, such as during 2002-2003, often display either longer tails in the distribution or are dominated by few, very large fires, a distinctive power-law

behavior emerges during 2019-2020.

monthly burned area in the last 20 years (Figure 1a). As a gauge of the extent of the damage, less than half of the

pixels were burning during the second largest peak - which took place in the season 2002-2003. Most importantly,

given the spatial nature of our data, we can also compute the cumulative distribution of fire clusters’ size on a nearest-

neighbors basis (Methods) associated with a given year. These distributions (Figure 1b-e) typically display longer

tails in concomitance of higher peaks of the burned area. However, during the 2019-2020 fire season such distribution

becomes a consistent power-law over a wide range of sizes (Figure 1c). Crucially, such scale-free distribution might

be tightly related to the dramatic impact that the 2019-2020 bushfire season had on the vegetation and on biodiversity.

In fact, as few big fire clusters - corresponding to the distribution’s long tails - devastated entire regions, in other areas

smaller fires took place at the same time - the bulk of the power-law distribution - creating pockets of vegetation fuel

that could act as an ignition to the next mega-fire. Such a catastrophic departure from the historical trend suggests that

a fundamental shift in the underlying dynamics might have occurred.
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Figure 2: The properties of the data under spatial coarse-graining. (a-c) An example of three coarse-graining step of the overall number of fires

per pixel during the 20 years present in our data. (d-h) The coarse-graining corroborates the presence of a very robust scale invariance during

2019-2020, whereas in the previous years the shape of the distribution is significantly changed by the CG transformation. For instance, during

2007-2008 and during 2015-2016 the distribution of the fire sizes is exponentially suppressed, and after four coarse-graining step there are almost

no more fires to begin with.

Notably, some years (Figure 1d) show that larger fires than in 2019-2020 took place. In fact, a careful dynamical

analysis of the time-series of number of fires per month, Nfires(t), and of the size of the largest fire, Mfires(t), show

that during the 2019-2020 season Australia did not experience the largest fire in our data, nor the largest number of

separated fire outbreaks. However, it is during 2019-2020 that a major synchronization between the two time-series

emerges (see Methods section). These results suggest the dynamically presence of many and very large outbreaks at

once, with a lack of a characteristic scale whose signature is the underlying power-law distribution.

Nevertheless, it is well-known that detecting power-law distributions in data is a non-trivial task24–26, nor there
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is a one-to-one correspondence between power-laws and critical transitions. Therefore, we draw inspiration from

one of the most powerful tools of Statistical Physics, the Renormalization Group11, 27–29. We perform, at each time,

a spatial coarse-graining (CG) by grouping together nearby pixels through a majority rule (Methods) and we follow

the fire-size distribution along these repeated transformations. A coarse-graining transformation amounts to study

the system various spatial scales. If the system is truly scale invariant, its properties do not change under repeated

CG transformations. Hence, and compatibly with the quality of the data, if the distribution of the fire size is a true

power-law it will remain a power law after one or more CG transformations, with a corresponding finite-size scaling

correction (Methods). In principle, one should iterate this transformation indefinitely to unravel the properties of its

fixed points - however, with real data we are limited by the finite size of our system. After four CG steps, we are

left with only ≈ 0.4% of the initial number of pixels. If only few but large fires are present in the original system,

this coarse-grained version will be dominated by system-sized outbreaks. On the other hand, if many but small

fires characterized the initial state, the coarse-graining transformations will drive the system to a configuration where

virtually no fires are present. In Figure 2a-e we plot the time-series of the monthly burned area for each CG step,

renormalized by the total number of pixels that are present at that step, and we follow the cumulative distributions of

the fire size along the coarse-graining30. During the 2015-2016 season, for instance, the CG quickly suppresses the

fire sizes distribution and only small fires are left. More interestingly, the distribution associated 2002-2003 season

keeps its distinctive long tails along the coarse-graining, although the bulk of the distribution changes and no evident

cut-off appears. However, it is during the 2019-2020 season that the power-law distribution of the fire size is left

almost perfectly invariant, with a cut-off associated with the finite-size that scales accordingly. These results strongly

suggest that, indeed, the power-law nature of the distribution is genuinely related to the underlying scale-invariance

of the spatial structure of the fire outbreaks, which in turn manifest itself as a dynamical synchronization between the

number of outbreaks and their maximum size. This results confirm that the emergent properties we observe are related

to a phase transition. Thus, a fundamental question arises: what has driven 2019-2020 fire dynamics close to what

appears to be a fully-fledged tipping point?

To answer this question we introduce a stochastic network forest-fire model that describes the concurrent
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spreading of fires and of vegetation, as a function of few and environmentally relevant parameters. In Figure 3a-b

we draw a pictorial depiction of the model as a multi-layer network31–33 and of the corresponding rates. Without fires,

the vegetation V is free to spread at a rate λV on a given graph - for instance, a 2-dimensional lattice - with death rate

dV , forming clusters of vegetation of size cV . On top of this dynamics, a fire F can start on a vegetation site with rate

bF and spread with rate λF over an effective topology that is determined by the vegetation clusters. At the same time,

the vegetation cannot occupy a site with a fire F , thus both the topology of the F layer and of the V layer will change

dynamically with time. Once a fire is over, with a rate dF , the corresponding site will become an empty site Ø for the

vegetation layer, and will not be present in the fire layer.

For this model to be reasonable, we must assume that the vegetation dynamics is much slower than the one

of the fires and that the birth rate of the fires bF is typically very small (Figure 3c). With these assumptions, we

look at how a fire propagates on top of a fixed stationary vegetation configuration, performing the simulation on a

2-dimensional lattice using a spatial version of the Gillespie algorithm34. In this scenario, the model is described by

the adimensional parameters ζF = dF /λF and ζV = λV /dV - a small value of ζF will give rise to fires that are

extremely effective at spreading and, vice-versa, a large value of ζV implies a quick vegetation regrowth. Remarkably,

since the vegetation layer in the absence of fires follows a simple contact process35, we expect a percolation transition

at ζperc
V ≈ 2.6, as recently shown36. At this value, a system-size cluster of vegetation appears, coexisting with a

significant number of distinct but smaller vegetation clusters (Figure 3d-e). This transition has a crucial impact on the

cumulative distribution of the fire sizes sF (Figure 3f-g). Below the percolation transition, fires are severely limited

by the size of the vegetation clusters, and thus the distribution of sF is exponentially suppressed. On the other hand,

above the percolation threshold, the vegetation clusters tend to be much larger, and fires can be large provided that ζF

is small enough.

Figure 4a shows the behavior of the ratio between the average fire size 〈sF 〉 and the average vegetation cluster

size 〈cV 〉 in the parameter space (ζV , ζF ). This parameter is fundamental because it helps us understand the potentially

damaging effects of the fires on the underlying vegetation substrate. Whenever 〈sF 〉 / 〈cV 〉 ≈ 1, it implies that a fire
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Figure 3: The fundamental properties of our model. (a-b) A pictorial depiction of the model dynamics as a multi-layer graph and the corresponding

transition rates. (c) On a 2D lattice the model displays a charge-discharge behavior if the vegetation dynamics is much slower than the fires one,

and fires are relatively rare events. Here (dF , bF , λF ) = (25, 10−5, 500) and (dV , λV ) = (0.5, 3). (d-e) The vegetation layer undergoes an

isotropic percolation transition at ζperc
V ≈ 2.63 where a spanning cluster appears. In (d) we plot the size of the largest vegetation cluster cmax

V and

in (e) the mean vegetation cluster size χV (as defined in Methods), which peaks at the transition. Both the plots are from a 250× 250 lattice. (f) If

consider fires that spread over a fixed vegetation configuration, below the percolation threshold ζperc
V (f) the cumulative distribution of the fire size

sF is always exponentially suppressed due to the small vegetation clusters. Above it (g), the fires may spread on a spanning cluster, and therefore

we can have system-size outbreaks if ζF is small enough.

that originates in a given vegetation cluster has a non-vanishing probability to burn the entire cluster. The black dotted

lines, instead, represent the contour lines of χ̃ = smax
F × ncV , where ncV is number of vegetation clusters. This

quantity is particularly significant, because ncV can be interpreted as a rough estimate of the number of possible fires

in the system, whereas smax
F tells us how large they can be. In the data, these two quantities both reached high values

at the same time during 2019-2020.

We find four different regimes, shown in Figure 4a-g. Whenever ζV is high enough, the system can quickly
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Figure 4: The properties of the time-scale separated model and its behavior under spatial coarse-graining. (a) At a given set of parameters (ζV , ζF )

we plot the ratio between the mean fire size 〈sF 〉 and the mean size of a vegetation cluster 〈cV 〉 in a 250 × 250 lattice. The black dotted lines

represent contour lines of χ̃, which is maximized around the percolation transition ζperc
V for low enough values of ζF . (b-g) We simulate n0

F = 105

fires on a lattice with linear size L = 1000 in order to study the distribution of the fire sizes sF and the corresponding coarse-grained distributions.

(b-c) At low values of ζV the cumulative distribution of the fire sizes is exponential and is further suppressed along the coarse-graining at all values

of ζF . (d-e) At ζperc
V , if ζF is low enough the fire size distribution becomes a power-law that is invariant along the coarse-graining. (f-g) For high

values of ζV , on the other hand, the system is dominated by few large clusters of vegetation, and the corresponding large fires are highlighted by

the coarse-graining. This regime is not particularly realistic at low ζF , since it would require climate conditions that allow for large fires, i.e., a

warm and arid climate, but at the same time for an extremely effective vegetation spread.

spread any burned vegetation. If also ζF is high, fires are small and the system is dominated by large vegetation

clusters, giving rise to a vegetation-rich regime where we expect to see a small burned area (Figure 4d). If, instead, ζF

is low, fires can propagate almost unboundedly due to the underlying large vegetation clusters (Figure 4e). This regime

is perhaps unrealistic, but it could be observed in fire-prone communities where species with post-fire recruitment have

the most flammable canopies37. On the other hand, if ζV is low, the vegetation regrowth is typically suppressed. In this

case, when ζF is high, fires tend to be small (Figure 4b), but so do the clusters of vegetation. Indeed, 〈sF 〉 / 〈cV 〉 can
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dangerously increase because substantial parts of the underlying vegetation clusters can burn even at high ζF . Finally,

when ζF is also low, not only the vegetation clusters can hardly regrow, but a fire can systematically burn the entire

cluster in which it originates since 〈sF 〉 / 〈cV 〉 ≈ 1. This regime is not sustainable in the long time - the fires are likely

to outpace the vegetation regrowth and eventually the system slowly dies. Moreover, it cannot be detected from the

distribution of the fire sizes, in Figure 4c, which stays exponential.

The vegetation percolation transition lies in between these regimes, and it is here that power-law distributed

fires emerge at low enough ζF (Figure 4f-g). Although 〈sF 〉 / 〈cV 〉 remains small in this regime due to the fact that

the mean itself is not representative of scale-free phenomena, we clearly see a distinctive scale-invariant configuration

emerging, with a power-law distribution that is left almost untouched by the spatial coarse-graining. Moreover, this

is also the region where max sF × ncV is maximized, since the system can experience both large and small fires at

the same time. All in all, it is at this critical point that our model describes best the features that we see during the

2019-2020 fire season.

How did Australia reach such a tipping point? Realistically, we expect the control parameters ζV and ζF to be

determined by the climate conditions. A changing climate with prolonged droughts, higher temperatures, and a more

arid climate - recognized as propelling events that lead to the 2019-2020 bushfire season6, 9 - might have pushed both

ζV and ζF to lower and lower values, eventually reaching and crossing the percolation transition between 2019 and

2020. In fact, the 2019-2020 year has been unusually hot and dry in part due to natural meteorological phenomena,

such as a shift in the polar winds above Antarctica and one of the strongest positive swings in the Indian Ocean Dipole.

The former contributed to stratospheric warming, which in turn contributed to bringing hot, dry weather to much of

Australia. The latter, in its positive phase, can lead to a reduction in rainfall over the southern and most northerly

regions of Australia6. However, on top of - and possibly as a cause of - all this natural variation, global warming is

making the country even hotter and drier38, with the devastating effects that we highlighted in the previous sections of

this work.

Finally, our paradigmatic model predicts the presence of yet another critical point, one of a very different
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nature associated with the absorbing phase transition of the contact process at λV /dV := ζabs
V ≈ 1.635. Indeed, once

the vegetation spreading is slowed down enough, not only fires can have a devastating effect even at high values of ζF ,

but the vegetation is doomed to never recover. However, one should consider that broadleaf australian forest species,

such as Eucaliptus, have resilience and resistence traits, like resprouting and seed banks, that allow for a rapid post-fire

recovering even in intense fire-regimes39, 40. Still, repeated fires with short return times would cause the exhaustion of

these capacities41 and eventually, beyond the absorbing phase transition at ζV < ζabs
V , the model predicts a completely

empty configuration where the fires have burned the vegetation to extinction. While this critical point is probably too

simple to describe the highly complex dynamics that determines the spreading of real fires, it does suggest that the

isotropic percolation transition observed during the 2019-2020 bushfire crisis may foreshadow a worsening condition

that might lead in the far future to a forest-savanna-like type of transition42, 43.

Our results show that the presence of scale-free outbreaks during the 2019-2020 bushfire seasons is connected

to environmental and ecological drivers of both fires and vegetation dynamics, and suggest that Australia might be

close to critical transition. Future works should focus on developing quantitative methods to measure from data the

contributions of natural variations and of the anthropogenic impact on the parameters of complex models, where both

fires and vegetation evolve and spread, and to assess from them mitigation strategies that are more and more vital.

It is very probable, if not unavoidable, that worsening environmental and climate conditions will bring more forest

ecosystems close to these tipping points44, increasing the risk of drastic, devastating and unprecedented changes.
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METHODS

Data collection. We defined the region of study as the East and Southeast temperate broadleaf and mixed forests of

continental Australia using the ecoregions defined by Dinerstein45, accessible at http://ecoregions2017.appspot.com/,

which represents an area of 48e06 ha (Figure of study region). For this region we estimate the burned areas using

the NASA Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) burnt area Collection 6 product MCD64A110,

which is a monthly product with a 500 m pixel resolution. We downloaded the images, using Google Earth Engine, as

geoTIFF and then we converted them to a binary matrix (circa 4000x8000) using the R statistical language46. Then,

for each month we have a binary matrix Mt, whose pixel represent an area of 500 m2 and can be either 1 - if there

has been a fire in that pixel in the span of that month - or 0 - if no event occurred, meaning that no burned area was

detected.

Cluster distribution. We define a cluster of a binary matrix Mt using a nearest-neighbors connectivity, i.e. the pixels

that belong to a cluster are defined using the connectivity matrix

Cbasis =


0 1 0

1 1 1

0 1 0


which defines the usual nearest neighbors of a 2-dimensional lattice. We also repeated the analysis described in the

main text using a next-nearest-neighbors connectivity and the results do not change significantly. Therefore, for each

matrix Mt we end up with a number of clusters nc(t) and a the areas of each cluster {A(i)
c }nc(t)i=1 . Then the cumulative

fire size distribution of Mt can simply be evaluated as

P (sF ) := P (Ac > sF ) =

nc(t)∑
i=1

θ
(
A

(i)
c − sF

)
∑
iA

(i)
c

where θ(·) is the Heaviside function.

Cluster dynamics. Since both the number of clusters and their areas are a function of time, we can exploit their time-

series to learn something about the underlying properties of the fire dynamics. In particular, we look at the number

1
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Figure M1: The shaded area represents the region of study encompassing the East and Southeast temperate broadleaf and mixed forests of continental

Australia.

of clusters nc(t) = Nfires(t) and the area of the largest cluster mc(t) = maxi{A(i)
c }nc(t)i=1 = Mfires(t). We normalize

both these time-series by dividing them by their maximum value, in order to make them comparable, and we plot

them in Figure M2c. Notice that other normalizations, such as a standard z-score, give essentially the same results as

one reasonably expects. In order to understand how the evolution of these two time-series relates in time, we need to

introduce their Hilbert transform. In general, the Hilbert transform of a real-valued time-series x(t) is defined as

H[x(t)] = x(t) +
i

π
lim
ε→0

∫ ∞
ε

x(t+ τ)− x(t− τ)

τ
dτ

which is a complex number. Thus we can look at its phase

ϕx(t) = arctan
Im[H[x(t)]]

Re[H[x(t)]]

and its modulus

ρx(t) =

√
Im2[H[x(t)]] + Re2[H[x(t)]]

and how they change in time in Figure M2a-b. In general, we do not expect these time-series to be in sync and indeed

we typically see that finding a high number of clusters usually does not imply having large clusters has well. There

are a few notable exceptions, as noted in the main text, in particular during 2019-2020. Remarkably, neither the

modulus of H[Nfires(t)] nor the one of H[Mfires(t)] are the largest during the months of 2019-2020, but they both
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Figure M2: (a) The phase of the Hilbert transform of both the time-series of the number of fires and of the maximum fire size show a major

synchronization during 2019-2020. (b) Similarly, the corresponding amplitudes suggest that during the 2019-2020 fire season a very large number

of fires coexisted together with extremely large ones. This behavior is indeed captured by the power-law behavior of the fire size distribution.(c)

Plot ofNfires(t), the number of fire outbreaks in a given month, and ofMfires(t), the largest outbreak of a given month. Both timeseries have been

normalized by their maximum value in order to compare them. (d) The Kuramoto index between the phases of the Hilbert transform of nc(t) and of

mc(t) and the correlation between the respective moduli. A clear synchronization emerges during 2019-2020, and in the same year the correlation

between the moduli spikes as well. This behavior is of course compatible with the power-law cumulative distribution of the fire sizes that is found

in the same year.

attain higher-than-average values leading to the coexistence of many small fires and few exceptionally large ones.

We can further quantify the relations between nc(t) and mc(t) by looking at the Kuramoto index47 of their

Hilbert transforms and at the correlation between the corresponding moduli. We define the Kuramoto index on a given
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year as

Kyear =

∣∣∣∣ 〈eϕnc (t)−ϕmc (t)
〉

year

∣∣∣∣
and the correlation between the moduli as

Cyear =
〈ρncρmc〉year − 〈ρnc〉year 〈ρmc〉year√∏

i∈{mc,nc}

[
〈ρ2
i 〉year − 〈ρi〉

2
year

] .
In Figure M2d we do indeed see that Kyear becomes significantly close to 1 during 2019-2020, hence the two time-

series are almost perfectly synchronized during the year. Similarly, the correlation between the moduli has a positive

spike in the same period. It is worth noting that this is true even if in the original time-series neither the number of

clusters nor the size of the largest one are maximal during 2019-2020. The fundamental change in the behavior of the

system is that during this year both of them peak in a synchronized fashion, which leads to the power-law distribution

that we have shown in the main text.

Spatial coarse-graining. A quantitative and powerful way to assess the scale-invariance of a system is given by a

properly defined coarse-graining procedure11, 27, 29. In the spirit of Statistical Physics, a suitable coarse-graining for

a binary matrix Mt is a block-spin transformation of the associated 2-dimensional square lattice. Namely, the k-th

coarse-graining step amounts to define a super-pixel σ(k+1)
i′ from the previous pixels σ(k)

i via the majority rule

σ
(k+1)
i′ =


1 if

∑
j∈Bi σ

(k)
i > bcard(Bi)/2c

0 otherwise

where b·c is the floor function and Bi is the i-th set of pixels such that {Bi} forms a non-overlapping covering the

original 2-dimensional lattice. In particular, we take Bi ∈M(2×2) so that at each coarse-graining step the number of

pixels is reduced to a fourth of the original ones and therefore we can perform enough coarse-graining steps. Notice

that in this case the majority rule is not exact since the cardinality ofBi is even. Thus, if
∑
j∈Bi s

(k)
i = 2 we randomly

assign the value of s(k+1)
i′ to be either 0 or 1.

In the spirit of the Renormalization Group, we should follow physical observables and - in particular - proba-

bility distributions30 to look for scale-invariance along the coarse-graining. That is, if the system is scale-invariant in
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Figure M3: (a) The cumulative distribution of the fire sizes during 2019-2020 along the coarse-graining transformations, with the best power-law fit

obtained minimizing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance24. Notice how the exponents of the power-laws remain compatible at different CG steps.

Notice that the different τ reported here are already the exponents of the fire size distribution, not of the cumulative distribution. (b) The cumulative

distributions of the data at different CG steps collapse into the same curve, once appropriately rescaled, as predicted by finite-size scaling. In order

to appreciate the quality of the collapse, notice the different units in the vertical axis with respect to panel (a). (c) The two parameters τ and D that

are needed to collapse the cumulative distributions of the fire sizes can be chosen so that the collapse error will be minimal48. As expected, we find

τopt ≈ 1.65, which is compatible with the fitted exponent.

a spatial sense we should see that, even if we are coarse-graining the system, some of its properties will not change

up to some finite-size cutoff, because the small-scale features are indistinguishable from the large-scale ones. This is

exactly what we look for when we compare the cumulative probability distributions of the cluster sizes at different

coarse-graining steps.

As at each coarse-graining step we observe a smaller and smaller system, we can exploit finite-size scaling.

Thinking of a percolation-like transition49, the probability distribution of the fire sizes in a system of linear size L
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scales as

Pcumulative(sF ) = s−τ+1
F ψ

( sF
LD

)
where D is related to the critical exponent of the correlation length and τ is the exponent of the power-law distributed

fire sizes. In particular, D is the fractal dimension of the fires. Hence, for a properly chosen value of D, we expect that

Pcumulative(sF )sτ−1
F as a function of sF /LD will collapse onto the same curve. In Figure M3 we show that indeed

we find this collapse with D ≈ 1.95, which suggests once more, and in terms of the Renormalization Group, that the

2019-2020 fire seasons appears to behave like a system close to a phase transition. In fact, the fractal dimension tells

us the size sF of a fire outbreak changes with its linear size, i.e., sF ∼ LD.

The model. The phase transition that is suggested by the data is not trivial, because it involves scale-invariant spatial

features, synchronization in the cluster dynamics, and possibly a percolation-like behavior in space. Moreover, we

typically think of spreading models as models with an absorbing phase transition, i.e. a directed percolation transition,

such as the contact process35. This transition is not necessarily the one suggested by the data, where fires appear at all

scales, similarly to what happens in isotropic percolation.

As a general scheme, we can build a three-state model as in Figure 3b. Each site can be either in an empty state

Ø, in a vegetation state V or in a fire state F . Then we have the following reactions for the vegetation sector of the

model

V + Ø
λV−−→ V + V

V
dV−−→ Ø,

and the following reactions for the fire sector

F + V
λF−−→ F + F

V
bF−−→ F

F
dF−−→ Ø.

As we can see, the first reactions are symmetric under the transformation (V → F,Ø → V ) but this symmetry is
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broken in particular by the last reaction, which represents the death of a fire. Indeed, the vegetation sector of the

model, if considered independently, is a standard contact process with death rate dV and spreading rate λV ; the fire

sector, if considered independently, represents instead a contact process with birth rate bF , death rate dF and spreading

rate λF , with the additional property of resource depletion - meaning that the dead sites become unavailable. Thus,

there is an intrinsic difference in the two sectors due to the structure of the reactions.

Since the vegetation can only spread through nearest neighbors, the contact process of the vegetation displays

both an absorbing phase transition - so that it can effectively go extinct - and a percolation transition36. Even so, in

the coupled model the picture is particularly complex. The fires spread over the effective topology determined by the

vegetation patterns, so the topology for the fire contact process is not constant in time. Similarly, due to the presence

of fires, the topology over which V can spread will change dynamically as well due to the presence of F sites that are

unavailable for the vegetation. It is easy to imagine that in such a scenario the actual underlying topology will matter

greatly: we expect that a 2-dimensional lattice will give very different results with respect to, say, a fully connected

model.

At ζV = ζperc
V , in particular, if L → ∞ an infinite cluster of vegetation appears. If we call cV the vegetation

cluster size and n(cV ) the number of vegetation clusters of size cV , we can define the mean vegetation cluster size49

as

χV =

∑
cV

(cV )2 n(cV )∑
cV
cV n(cV )

where the sum runs over all vegetation clusters. This quantity, which we plot in Figure 3e, is expected to diverge at the

percolation transition. Notice also that in bond percolation we would expect the fractal dimension to be D = 91/48 ≈

1.896 in a two-dimensional lattice, which is compatible from what we find in data. However, the exponent τ of the fire

size distribution is different from the one expected in bond percolation, suggesting that the universality class might be

different. Let us note that, in our model, bond percolation only happens in the isolated vegetation layer, and not in the

fires one.
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Mean-field behavior of the model. The MF equations read

dpØ

dt
= −λV pV pØ + dF pF + dV pV

dpF
dt

= −dF pF + (λF pF + bF )pV

dpV
dt

= −(dV + bF + λF pF )pV + λV pV pØ

where pØ, pF and pV are the probabilities of each state. Since pØ = 1− pF − pV we consider only the equations for

pF and pV . In general, the stationary state of the system is given by
dF pF = (λF pF + bF )pV

(dV + bF + λF pF )pV = λV pV (1− pV − pF )

.

These equation have an absorbing configuration as a solution, since (pabs
V , pabs

F ) = (0, 0) is a trivial solution of the

system. The Jacobian matrix evaluated at (pabs
V , pabs

F ) is given by

J abs =

−dF bF

0 −(bF + dV ) + λV


whose eigenvalues are µabs

1 = −dF and µabs
2 = λV − bF − dV . Thus, the empty state is only stable below λabs

V =

bF + dV , which is the absorbing critical point of the system. Notice that λF does not play a meaningful role in the

stability of the empty state, a feature that is likely wrong in a spatially embedded model.

The other stationary state of the system is given by

pstat
F =

−dV λF − (bF + dF + λF )λV +
√
f stat
F,V

2λFλV

pstat
V =

λF (−2bF − dV )− (bF + dF − λF )λV +
√
f stat
F,V

2λF (λF + λV )

where

f stat
F,V = 4dFλV λF (λabs

V − λV ) + (dV λF − (bF + dF + λF )λV )2

is positive above λabs
V . While the eigenvalues of J st are quite complicated, they always have a negative real part if

λV > bF +dV while they always may have a non-vanishing imaginary part. Hence, the relaxation towards the steady-

state typically happens in an oscillatory fashion. In particular, these oscillations play a major role in the evolution
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(a) (b)

Figure M4: Comparison between the analytic solution of the deterministic mean field equations and a trajectory of the stochastic simulation on a

fully connected networks with 500 nodes. (a) With parameters (dF , bF , λF ) = (1, 0.5, 10) and (dV , λV ) = (0.01, 1.5) the absorbing state is

unstable, and indeed the stationary solution of the mean field converges to the expected values (pstat
Ø
, pstat

F , pstat
V ). However, due to the fact that the

initial transient drives the system close to the absorbing state, the finite size of the system makes it possible for the noise to push the system to a

completely empty configuration. (b) For (dF , bF , λF ) = (10, 0.1, 100) and (dV , λV ) = (1, 3), instead, the system never reaches the absorbing

state but sustained oscillations around the stationary values (pstat
Ø
, pstat

F , pstat
V ) emerge after an initial transient.

of the finite-size stochastic model, where the noise can push the system to the absorbing state or produce sustained

stochastic oscillations, as we see in Figure M4.

In general, we expect the mean-field picture to be drastically different from a spatially embedded model. Indeed,

the spatial structure significantly changes the way fires can spread due to the underlying vegetation structure, as

explained in the main text, and it introduces the notion of isotropic percolation which is the main mechanism behind

the transition we studied in this work.

Exact stochastic simulation. Simulations of the three-state model on a given network, such as a 2-dimensional lattice,

are performed using a generalized version of the Gillespie algorithm34. Suppose that there are N sites in the network

and that there are M possible transitions - in our model, M = 6. Then, at each time the network can be associated

with a propensity matrix A(t)
µi , where µ = 1, . . . , N and i = 1, . . . ,M . Each row of A(t)

µi is given by the transition
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rates that the µ-th site can undergo, given its state at time t. We introduce the total propensity α(t)
0 =

∑
µ

∑
iA

(t)
µi , so

that the waiting time for the next transition is given by

τ (t) = −
(
α

(t)
0

)−1
log u

where u is uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Then, the transition ī that occurs and the site µ̄ at which it occurs are such

that
µ̄−1∑
µ=1

ī−1∑
i=1

A
(t)
µi ≤ α

(t)
0 v <

µ̄∑
µ=1

ī∑
i=1

A
(t)
µi

where v is once again uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. We then update Aµ̄i with the new transition rates for µ̄ and set

the time to t+ τ .

Explicit time-scale separation. As pointed out in the main text, it is reasonable to expect that the vegetation dynamics

is much slower than the fire dynamics. However, the parameter space of the model is extremely large and thus a phase

space plot for the full model proves to be unfeasible. Therefore, in order to simplify the problem and reduce the number

of free parameters, we can assume that the vegetation configuration does not change during the propagation of a fire.

This approximation is compatible with the time evolution of the model if we also assume that fires are rare events and

thus we end up with a charge-discharge dynamics and indeed it is well justified by the fact that the complete model

does indeed follow a charge-discharge dynamics, with periods of almost undisturbed vegetation spreading followed by

faster periods of fire spreading. In fact, realistically, we expect the vegetation - if dry enough - to act as fuel during a

fire propagation, which thus has to stop when locally all fuel is exhausted. Then the vegetation regrows and only after

enough fuel is accumulated a new fire can start - that is, the two processes are reasonably separated in their timescales.

Let us start with a network
(
{σi}Ni=1, {Eij})

)
where the N sites σi are such that σi ∈ {Ø, V } and {Eij} are

the edges between the sites. We look for a stationary configuration {σstat
i }Ni=1 of the reactions

(σi = V ) + (σj = Ø)
λV ,Eij−−−−→ (σi = V ) + (σj = V )

(σi = V )
dV−−→ (σi = Ø)

where the notation
λV ,Eij−−−−→ means that the reaction happens at a rate λV if and only if i and j are joined by an edge

10



Figure M5: Three stationary configurations of the vegetation contact process at different values of ζV in a 250 × 250 2-dimensional lattice.

Different colors represent clusters of different sizes. Notice how at the percolation threshold a system-size cluster appears.

Eij . The system has an absorbing configuration {σi = Ø} and its stationary configurations only depend on the ratio

of the reaction rates ζV = λV /dV . In Figure M5 we show three examples of such configurations in a 2-dimensional

lattice.

Our approximation consists in using the stationary configuration {σstat
i }Ni=1 to obtain a (fixed) network over

which the fires can spread. In particular, we consider the subgraph induced by the map g : i 7→ µ defined for

all the indexes i such that σi = V . If we call these sites sµ = σg(i), we end up with the vegetation subgraph(
{sµ}NVµ=1, {Eµν})

)
where Eµν = Eg(i)g(j) and NV is the number of original vegetation sites. This subgraph is

typically composed of many disjointed components. These components contain roughly the same number of nodes

for ζabs
V < ζV � ζperc

V , since the stationary configuration is dominated by a large number of small vegetation clusters,

whereas as we approach ζperc
V a giant component emerges and it is eventually dominant for ζV � ζperc

V .

We now assume that sµ ∈ {Ø, V, F}, and notice that the initial configuration is such that sµ = V , ∀µ =

1, . . . , NV . In order to sample the distribution of the fire sizes we can choose a site sµ̄ and set sµ̄ = F . Then, we let

the following reactions take place

(sµ = F ) + (sν = V )
λF ,Eµν−−−−−→ (sµ = F ) + (sν = F )

(sµ = F )
dF−−→ (sµ = Ø)

until there are no more F sites in the network. Thus, the fire dynamics only depend on ζF = dF /λF . The fire size is
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then simply given by the number of empty sites NØ of the final configuration.

One should be careful that if sµ̄ is chosen at random between all sites we typically favor larger components of

the vegetation subgraph. Thus, we first uniformly sample a given component Cs of the vegetation subgraph, and then

we randomly choose a site within such component and set Cs 3 sµ̄ = F . Notice that this assumption is qualitatively

equivalent to the assumption that if two fires start in the same cluster they will contribute to the same burned area. To

be precise, this is only true if ζF is small enough, so that two fires inside the same component will meet each other with

high probability. However, for larger values of ζF we expect fires to be small no matter what, thus they will hardly be

affected by the size of the underlying component. In this way, we are now able to computationally explore the model’s

behavior effectively and systematically. In particular, our aim is to understand the different regimes that emerge in

different regions of the parameter space (ζV , ζF ) and to assess their quantitative properties in terms of the distribution

of sF and its behavior under a spatial CG, in order to gain an intuition on the mechanism that underlies the 2019-2020

outbreaks. Hence, for each value of ζV ,we simulate a large number of stationary configurations {σstat
i }Ni=1. Then,

for each of these configurations, at a given value ζF we simulate a number of fires much larger than the number of

components Cs, thus ending up with a set of burned areas {NØ} that gives us the fire size distribution at (ζF , ζV ).
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